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CHAPTER THREE: THE RIVER

SCENE 1- EXT MAKESHIFT CAMP SITE, ARCADIA JUNGLE - NIGHT1 1

ROYA
Couldn’t sleep?

COLONEL SCHAFFER
Could you?

ROYA
...I guess not.

COLONEL SCHAFFER
I’ve taken sleeping pills every 
night so far. If I keep going the 
dependance will get worse.

ROYA
Maybe it’s for the best. I never 
liked sleeping. The dreaming part 
is too much.  

COLONEL SCHAFFER
(clears throat)

Mhm. Where are we on your end?

ROYA
We’ve been moving so much I haven’t 
had time to take DNA samples from 
the Manu, sir.

COLONEL SCHAFFER
Get on that ASAP. It’s a key piece 
of information we need for Project 
Habitat. 

ROYA
Yes sir. 

COLONEL SCHAFFER
You would think we’d have found 
Pioneer 10 by now...this better be 
right.

ROYA
Pioneer 10 could be buried in a 
remote area for all we know or 
somewhere up on a mountain, most 
likely, sir. 
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ROYA (CONT'D)
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It may not have ended up here a 
thousand years ago, but intelligent 
life can’t come to be in just a 
hundred years. It’s likely someone 
was pulling the strings.

COLONEL SCHAFFER
Let’s just hope you’re right, 
Major, for the sake of everyone 
back on Earth...I keep thinking 
about all of them as much as I 
don’t want to. We may even be too 
late already...It doesn’t matter. 
We can’t stop now. We have to trust 
that they’re hanging on and that 
the mission will have lasting value 
no matter what, even if we’re the 
last of humanity and carrying the 
torch. 

ROYA
I’m confident that I’m right, 
Colonel. This will work out. 

COLONEL SCHAFFER
Alright, get everyone up. We’re 
getting out of this godforsaken 
jungle today even if I have to burn 
it down.

FADE OUT.

SCENE 1A- EXT. ARCADIA JUNGLE - NIGHT1A 1A

BEN (V.O.)
This is Sol-10 and this makes video 
log, what? I think I’ve only done 
three of these...But anyway...we’ve 
got Manu guides taking us to these 
caves where the cephalopods are. 
We’re heading through the Arcadia 
jungle to circle around the Soma 
mountains and then across the 
plains towards a cluster of ice 
caves. Schaffer keeps telling me to 
lighten up because I’m finally 
getting what I want. That’s true. I 
can’t help but feel like shit 
though... Roya’s still not talking 
to me. Should’ve figured because 
this was basically what being 
married to her was like...hah...

ROYA (CONT'D)
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BEN (V.O.) (CONT'D)

3.

Okay, I’m going to get out of this 
tent.

Ben gets out of his tent. He sees Drezner across the camp 
ground trying to talk to Cornelius. 

BEN
Drezner...what are you--

DR. DREZNER
(snorts)

-Arrrrrragggghhhaaaaaauuuuggghhhhh. 
Narrhhhhhhhhhhaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhh

BEN
Ah, are you telling him that his 
breath sucks? Because it seems a 
little personal. 

DR. DREZNER
Hah, Dr. Verrinder, your sense of 
humor is delightful. And a bit 
satirical. 

BEN
You can call me Ben, doctor.

DR. DREZNER
Well thank you, Ben. In which case 
you may call me Ariel. 

BEN
What are you trying to say to 
Cornelius?

DR. DREZNER
Honestly? I’m not quite sure. I’m 
just trying not to offend him at 
this point. But look.

Drezner holds his hand out to Cornelius. Cornelius takes his 
hand and they shake.

BEN
A handshake? You’re an impressive 
teacher. 

DR. DREZNER
I have learnt far more from him. He 
has taken me to see many of the 
plants of this jungle and showed me 
their various properties.

BEN (V.O.) (CONT'D)
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BEN
Oh, uh, wait...how do you know it’s 
a him?

DR. DREZNER
Ahhhh...I don’t, actually. 

BEN
Well, I’m sure Dr. Reese has 
lectured you. 

DR. DREZNER
Indeed, she has. Many times. 

BEN
I guess...would you mind showing me 
some of the plants Cornelius has 
shown you? I’m kind of losing my 
mind at this campsite.

DR. DREZNER
Oh, I think we can do one better. 
Come with us to the river. 

They walk towards the river not far from the campsite. The 
sound of crunching and mushed leaves sound off as they walk 
through the jungle brush towards the sound of water.  

BEN
I didn’t even know we were this 
close. 

DR. DREZNER
Yes, yes. This is a delta off the 
major river that runs from the 
north-west all the way to the 
south... According to the very 
first probe reports, it’s longer 
than any river on Earth.  

Cornelius sounds off.

DR. DREZNER (CONT'D)
My guess is that he’s saying he 
wants us to look out. 

BEN
How can you tell?

DR. DREZNER
Oh, I still can’t...but the brain 
searches for patterns, and there 
are some distinct sounds that 
emerge, which I recognize.
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BEN
Do you think you can really learn 
their language though? 

DR. DREZNER
It’s a good question...it’s not 
like any human language...the sack 
on the outside of their body 
appears to press up and down like a 
bellow. And the intense flow of air 
through...well, they definitely 
have very enhanced vocal cords, but 
I would think they are not entirely 
like our own. I don’t know if I can 
emulate any of the sounds to the 
right intensity...

BEN
But?

DR. DREZNER
But I have a core belief that if we 
share positive common 
experiences...ones filled with awe 
and wonder, love...then we will all 
be able to understand each other 
without any problems. 

BEN 
That’s really beautiful, Ariel. 

DR. DREZNER
Well, just wait for what you’re 
about to see. Look through these 
vines here and wait. 

They wait. A bubble eventually appears above the river.

BEN
Oh-oh, I’ve seen one of those 
before. It emerged from a pool 
of...something, in the middle of 
some zaratans. 

DR. DREZNER
Yes, but keep watching. 

BEN
...The... bubble is breaking apart 
and developing those roots...and 
now...now it’s, glowing? What?
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DR. DREZNER
It’s glowing, and look what’s 
coming towards it.

BEN
I see zaratans coming. Oh...there’s 
something else.   

DR. DREZNER
You may never have seen them 
before. 

BEN
(whispering/low voice)

Shit, there’s a whole bunch of 
things coming I’ve never seen 
before.

DR. DREZNER
That one over there with the buds 
opening and closing--I’ve only seen 
one like it ever and it was in 
passing. A seemingly rare creature 
that releases spores from it’s 
mouth cavity...if you would call 
that a mouth. 

BEN
Oh and, what are those multiple-
legged creatures? They look like 
skeletons that trot like horses. 

DR. DREZNER
I’m not sure...I do know those 
little creatures near the water 
underneath their legs we’ve called 
balanders. 

BEN
And...wait...there, something’s 
floating. Jesus, it’s floating in 
mid-air. It’s like a turtle 
shell...but it’s nothing like 
anything I’ve ever seen before.

DR. DREZNER
An oculus. That’s the only thing I 
can think to call it. 

BEN
...They’ve all gone silent. 

DR. DREZNER
They’re waiting. Watch.
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The oculus releases what appear to be spores into the air. 

BEN
What are those...spores?

DR. DREZNER
If we’re correct, maybe it’s life 
itself.

BEN
Life? 

DR. DREZNER
Seeds, life. 

BEN
Oh--do these oculuses are like 
bees. Pollen spreaders? 

DR. DREZNER
Perhaps. We don’t know for now why 
else they exist. I’ve seen Manu 
attracted to these beings 
before...we thought it might be 
what helps get them pregnant since 
the Manu appear to have no 
gender...anything could be 
possible.

They pause briefly and watch the scene.

BEN
...I have a question for you sort 
of on a different train of thought, 
doctor...

DR. DREZNER
Yes?

BEN
Have you ever seen a face in the 
jungle?

DR. DREZNER
A face? A human face?

BEN
I...I’m not sure. Just a face that 
was watching you. 

DR. DREZNER
In a predatory way?
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BEN
I suppose so. 

DR. DREZNER
I’m afraid not...but Cornelius may 
have a better answer for you than--

Cornelius begins to growl.

BEN
--wha--

DR. DREZNER
--Is something there?

Cornelius continues to growl. 

BEN
I don’t see anything.

A loud rustling--a movement--disturbs the river. Most of the 
creatures gathered there run back into the forest.  

DR. DREZNER
Something is coming.

BEN
They’re all fleeing. 

The rustling gets louder, as does Cornelius’ growling, until 
it erupts into a full roar. 

DR. DREZNER
There--what is that thing? 

BEN
It’s completely dark...it’s a void. 
It’s not reflecting any of the 
light.

Cornelius roars as a dark, liquid bulbous form runs across 
the river bank, chasing balanders and the remaining fauna. It 
consumes a balander.

DR. DREZNER
It’s looking around--wait, 
Cornelius!

Cornelius gives away their position and runs down to the 
river bank. The dark form comes towards the Manu and it 
transforms into a four limbed creature bigger than the Manu. 
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BEN
Is he going to fight that thing? 
With what?

DR. DREZNER
I have no idea, but we can’t leave 
him. Is your side arm loaded, Ben?

BEN
It is. Are you armed?

DR. DREZNER
I am. 

BEN
I have no combat training, by the 
way Dr. Drezner. Thought you should 
know.

DR. DREZNER
Neither do I, friend. You would’ve 
thought they’d have programmed that 
into me. 

BEN
Okay, then. Let’s go. 

They descend down to the river bank. The dark form appears to 
see them as it orients itself to face their position. 
Corenlius is roaring and is trying to grab at the liquid form 
with it’s hands.

DR. DREZNER
Cornelius, get back!

BEN
Does he honestly think he’s going 
to kill that thing with his hands? 
It looks like it would slip right 
through!

DR. DREZNER
We’re about to try something 
similar. 

Drezner fires off a round from his rail gun. There is an 
explosive sound. Then Ben does the same. The shots don’t faze 
the creature. They drive a whole through the dark void, but 
this doesn’t appear to affect it’s integrity. 

BEN
Shit.
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DR. DREZNER
Try one more round. Aim in a 
different spot.

They aim and fire again, agitating the dark form, but not 
stopping it. It moves towards Drezner and Ben.

BEN
Uhhh, Ariel...it’s coming! Straight 
this way!

DR. DREZNER
Run!

They head up the river bank, Cornelius right behind them. 
Drezner trips.

BEN
Ariel!

DR. DREZNER
Go!

BEN
Damnit Drezner! 

Ben heads back for Drezner. He slides into the ground and 
reaches over the rock to grab him.

BEN (CONT'D)
Shit...why the hell are you so 
heavy?

DR. DREZNER
Go! Just go!

Ben tries to pull him up.

BEN
It’s coming, get up! 

(grunts)
Ugh--there!

DR. DREZNER
Ben, I see Major Khan! She’s 
coming!

They manage to get to a huge rock separating the river bank 
from the jungle. As the dark form gets close to them Roya’s 
voice appears behind them.

ROYA (O.S.)
Stay where you are, stay down!
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She shoots the creature with her rifle. 

BEN
The rail guns don’t work, Roya!

ROYA
Shit. 

(reloads weapon clip)
Johnstone is coming with the flame 
thrower guys! Hang tight!

She keeps shooting at the dark form.

ROYA (CONT'D)
I’m drawing it away--get clear, 
both of you!

Ben and Drezner run up to the edge of the jungle. Cornelius 
is already there at the top and helps them up over a large 
rock. He says something neither of them understand.

Colonel Schaffer appears from the jungle.

COLONEL SCHAFFER (O.S.)
Boys, stay out of the fire zone. 
This is what we’re here for.

BEN
But Roya--don’t let anything happen 
to her.

COLONEL SCHAFFER
Major Khan can handle herself, 
doctor. We have this. Johnstone--
you got that torch?

LIEUTENANT JOHNSTONE
Yes sir. 

COLONEL SCHAFFER
We’ll see what some grenades do 
first...

The dark form turns it’s attention to the Colonel and 
everyone else on the river bank. The Colonel unlatches a 
grenade from his chest belt and takes out the pin. 

COLONEL SCHAFFER (CONT'D)
Fire in the hole! 

The grenade is consumed by the dark form, not knowing what it 
is. A second later it explodes and the dark form is separated 
into pieces.
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BEN
You think it worked?

The dark form still has pieces of itself that collect 
together to reanimate. The Colonel and Johnstone move closer. 

COLONEL SCHAFFER (O.S.)
Nope, guess not. Johnstone, give me 
that torch. 

LIEUTENANT JOHNSTONE (O.S.)
Yes sir, here you go.

COLONEL SCHAFFER (O.S.)
This better work. Because now I’m 
just annoyed. 

As the dark form looms above them again, Schaffer blasts it 
with the flamethrower.

LIEUTENANT JOHNSTONE (O.S.)
I think it’s working, sir!

COLONEL SCHAFFER (O.S.)
It’s working, alright. That thing 
is melting. Is it melting?

LIEUTENANT JOHNSTONE 
It’s looks like it’s turning into 
an oil spill.

COLONEL SCHAFFER 
It’s definitely a sight.

BEN 
Drezner, I have to go get Roya.

DR. DREZNER
I think she’s already made her way 
back towards us, Ben. Look, over 
there.

Roya is steadily climbing a small cliff to get off the river 
bank.

BEN
Roya! Roya?

ROYA
Don’t worry, I’m almost there!
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BEN
Thank god. Thank god...

ROYA
Why are you so worried? I’m the one 
who saved you! 

BEN
Yeah, yeah. I’m still allowed to be 
worried about you, okay?

ROYA
Okay...

(sighs)
It seems like there’s never any 
time to rest in this place.

BEN
Then just take a moment and lean 
against me.

Ben sighs.

ROYA
What is it?

BEN
I don’t know why, but looking at 
this place, this jungle...I...feel 
empty. 

ROYA
Empty like dead?

BEN
Just a...calm. A nowness. I don’t 
know if that’s good or bad. There’s 
a void. Tiredness. 

ROYA
I’m tired too.

She rests there in his arms for a moment. Schaffer walks over 
to them.  

COLONEL SCHAFFER (O.S.)
Christ...If you’re both done, we’ve 
got bigger shit to worry about, 
like what the hell was that thing?

ROYA
Ah, yes sir. Sorry sir. 
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COLONEL SCHAFFER
Any ideas what that thing was? 
Anyone?

DR. DREZNER
I think Cornelius knows. 

COLONEL SCHAFFER
The yeti?  

DR. DREZNER
Yes. He stood right in front of it 
and was going to fight it. 

COLONEL SCHAFFER
With his bare hands?

DR. DREZNER
So it seemed, even if it looked 
futile. 

COLONEL SCHAFFER
Ugh, alright. So right now our core 
problem is security from these 
things...this means we need people 
walking perimeter. 

DR. DREZNER
Wait, Dr. Reese, she’s still back 
at the camp?

ROYA
With the other Manu, Syff and the 
Private. She’ll be fine.

DR. DREZNER
But what if there’s more than one 
of those things? 

Everyone pauses. There is a scream in the distance. They 
discern it is Dr. Reese’s voice.

 LIEUTENANT JOHNSTONE
Fuck.

COLONEL SCHAFFER
Everyone hustle back to camp right 
now. Stay sharp!

ROYA
Shit, shit, shit!

Dr. Drezner runs into the jungle at breakneck speed.
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DR. DREZNER
Margaux! Margaux!... Margaux!

COLONEL SCHAFFER
Go, now!

FADE TO: SOUND 
OF THE JUNGLE AT 
NIGHT, RUNNING 

FOOTSTEPS, 
DREZNER CALLING 
MARGAUX’S NAME

SCENE 2-ARCADIA JUNGLE, CAMPSITE- MOMENTS LATER2 2

Dr. Drezner reaches the camp site. Syff and Private Zain are 
nowhere to be found. Margaux is lying on the forest floor. 

DR. DREZNER
Margaux!  

He runs over to her body. The others also reach the campsite. 

ROYA
Oh...oh no. 

Roya, Ben, Schaffer and Johnstone run over to Reese’s body, 
which is facing down--Drezner turns her over.

DR. DREZNER
...Her face...her face! 

Drezner falls silent.

COLONEL SCHAFFER
What happened?...Oh...

LIEUTENANT JOHNSTONE
It’s...gone.

BEN
What did that though? 

LIEUTENANT JOHNSTONE
A Manu?

ROYA
I don’t think so. It’s not a 
complete bloody mess, it’s just 
been...removed. Along with some of 
the frontal lobe.
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BEN
Almost like it was done surgically. 

ROYA
What do you want us to do Colonel?

COLONEL SCHAFFER
We can stop with the speculating 
for now. Khan, start walking and 
checking the perimeter. If you see 
the Private and that damned alien, 
make sure they report to me. 

ROYA
Yes sir. 

Roya leaves to walk the perimeter.

BEN
Ah, Colonel--

COLONEL SCHAFFER
--What is it doctor? Can it wait?

BEN
Cornelius is...well, he’s doing 
something I think that’s worth 
looking at. 

COLONEL SCHAFFER
(mutters)

What the hell...

BEN
It looks like...he’s drawing. With 
some of the Arcanite from that 
large plant over there. 

COLONEL SCHAFFER
Of course I can see that, doctor. 
But what is he drawing? 

LIEUTENANT JOHNSTONE
It’s a symbol for fire.

BEN
Why do you think he’s drawing that?

Cornelius speaks.

LIEUTENANT JOHNSTONE
I think he wants to understand 
fire, Colonel.
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COLONEL SCHAFFER
He wants to “understand” fire?

BEN
I guess that would make sense 
considering we just roasted 
something with it.

DR. DREZNER
...You....

COLONEL SCHAFFER
Did you say something, Dr. Drezner?

DR. DREZNER
They wanted a way to defeat their 
enemies. So, give it to them. 

BEN
Wait, wait, what? A way to defeat 
their enemies? When did this 
conversation happen?

DR. DREZNER
That’s what all of this is for, 
right? This is the main objective! 
You did this Colon--

Colonel Schaffer draws his weapon.

COLONEL SCHAFFER
--Watch yourself, doctor. I’m sorry 
for your loss, but...watch it. Take 
it down a few notches. 

BEN
Ariel...

DR. DREZNER
...Of course... Right...Apologies.

Schaffer puts his gun away.

COLONEL SCHAFFER
Jesus...

Roya returns. We hear the sound of rustling leaves as she  
walks towards the group. 

ROYA (O.S.)
Sir, I’ve walked the immediate 
perimeter. There’s no sight of the 
Private or of Syff. 

(MORE)
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ROYA (O.S.) (CONT'D)
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But it’s not a good idea to go 
further out without back up.

COLONEL SCHAFFER
Deserters...who would want to 
desert in a place like this? 
...Jesus...There’s too many goddamn 
problems already! 

ROYA
If I may, sir... I would suggest 
that we get some sleep soon and get 
the hell out of here. 

Cornelius sounds off. 

ROYA (CONT'D)
What’s his problem?...And what’s 
that drawing on the ground?

COLONEL SCHAFFER
Fine! Fine! The damn yeti wants 
fire. I say give it to him! I don’t 
give a shit at this point. 
Johnstone, you go see if you can 
teach an alien how to make a 
fucking fire so he shuts the hell 
up. 

LIEUTENANT JOHNSTONE
Yes sir.

COLONEL SCHAFFER

Khan, you’re on sentry duty. 
Verrinder and Drezner, I suggest 
you bury Reese and get some sack 
time. Because we are out of here 
ASAP.  

ROYA
Yes...sir.

BEN
Okay.

COLONEL SCHAFFER
Wake me up early Khan. I don’t care 
exactly when, just make it early.

FADE OUT.

ROYA (O.S.) (CONT'D)
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SCENE 3 - NIGHT ARCADIA JUNGLE3 3

Ben and Drezner are digging Margaux’s grave with makeshift 
shovels from their survival packs. 

BEN
God...I’m so sorry, Ariel. 

DR. DREZNER
So am I.

(pause)
...You know AIs can’t cry, right 
Ben? 

BEN
They can’t?

DR. DREZNER
We don’t have to breathe either. We 
just do it to make humans feel more 
comfortable. 

BEN
I had no idea. 

DR. DREZNER
We still feel everything. We feel 
pain...because we choose to feel 
it. We have a choice. I’m not sure 
if it’s to make you feel more 
comfortable, or to make myself 
comfortable. 

BEN
Why not turn it all off?

DR. DREZNER
Because then I’ll forget her. 
And... I don’t want to forget 
anything about her. 

BEN
You won’t forget.  

DR. DREZNER
I will. I feel like I’ve already 
lost what her face looks like. I 
don’t know if it’s a function in my 
programming or if it’s...something 
else.

Drezner picks up and holds Reese’s head in his hands.
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DR. DREZNER (CONT'D)
Look into the cavity, here. Our 
brains are a mixture of organics 
and circuitry doing peta flops. But 
there’s still organics...we’re so 
close to being human, but not 
entirely there.

BEN
Would it be possible, since her 
brain is mostly intact to--

DR. DREZNER
--Upload it to a computer?

BEN
Octavia?

DR. DREZNER
Not from here. 

BEN
Right...not even to the ansible?

DR. DREZNER
The ansible is...like I explained 
the next phase of quantum 
technology. It allows instant 
communication between here and 
Earth, despite the limits of 
lightspeed. The data is entangled 
and we don’t know exactly where it 
goes only that it’s tied to it’s 
host at a distance...I think it’s a 
very real possibility it goes 
somewhere else entirely beyond this 
plane.  

BEN
Isn’t that a good thing though?

DR. DREZNER
I don’t want her to be 
there...wherever there is...I want 
her here with me. I can’t 
communicate with the ansible like I 
can communicate with Octavia when 
we sync. If Margaux was put into 
the ansible, I think she would be 
gone forever. 

BEN
I see...I’m so sorry, that there 
aren’t any better options. 
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DR. DREZNER
It’s alright, Ben. Once the body 
has been dead for some time anyway 
there’s no hope to keep the brain 
alive.

BEN
Yes...of course.

They are silent for a moment.

BEN (CONT'D)
Ariel...I have to ask you; what did 
you mean when you said they wanted 
a way to defeat their enemies? You 
were talking about the Manu, right?

DR. DREZNER
Ah...I can’t say.

BEN
Ariel...

DR. DREZNER
You have to realize Dr. Verrinder 
that telling you would go against 
the main directive. 

BEN
Can you tell me at least...is the 
main directive Project Habitat?

DR. DREZNER
I...I-- 

BEN
--Please, doctor. I’m asking you 
because if I know more then maybe 
I’ll be able to do my job. Maybe 
we’ll be better prepared. 

DR. DREZNER
If you knew what it was, you 
wouldn’t be doing your job, I’m 
afraid.

BEN
So, you can’t tell me what it is?

DR. DREZNER
I can’t, Ben. I’m sorry. 
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BEN
Is this one of Asimov’s laws or 
just a personal decision?

DR. DREZNER
It’s neither. It’s a decision 
concerning ethics that goes beyond 
humanity, beyond AI.  

BEN
What? Jesus...okay, Drezner. Has 
Project Habitat endangered any 
lives? 

DR. DREZNER
...Yes. 

BEN
Then it would be best to tell me 
what is going on, because I’m sure 
the main directive would probably 
have included a clause that 
involves minimal loss of life. 
We’ve already compromised that part 
of the directive.

DR. DREZNER
Then...let me ask you, do you 
really need to guess what Project 
Habitat is, Dr. Verrinder? You seem 
like a very smart person. 

BEN
Maybe...I just didn’t want to 
know...hell, I have no idea. Maybe 
I just wanted to believe that I was 
just being paranoid. But something 
is wrong here, which is why I’m 
asking you to tell it to me 
straight. 

DR. DREZNER
I’m sorry Dr. Verrinder, I really 
am, but I can’t tell you. 

BEN
Shit...It’s okay. Thanks, Ariel.

FADE TO BLACK.
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